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by Mango Mike
mangoanderson369@gmail.com

The seal on both the main door window and the non sliding 
window in the salon failed, it was time to replace both windows. 

There is probably more that one way to accomplish this task, but this is the route I took.  If you 
have a better way or specific technique,  please let me know.

I would suggest that if you have a trip to Prevost planned in the near future you might have them 
take care of this for you as it was a bit of a job.   However, since the nearest shop is in NJ, a 10 
hour round trip journey, I decided to tackle the job. Plus if I don’t screw it up it would save a few 
bucks.

1. Place blue painters tape around the outside edge of the 
window right on the body.   I would do 2 layers of blue tape 
and then top with duct tape.  This is to product the body 
panels in case you slip with the knife or scraper, easy to do  
Cheap insurance. You’re going to remove all the tape and 
replace with a fresh layer after the window has been 
removed.

2.  Get a good supply of razor blades and purchase a good 
razor knife as it’s going to take a lot of pressure.  I use the 
Milwaukee knife as you can get a good handle on it.

The double pane glass is pretty deep so you can 
insert the knife all the way in to hilt.   Run the knife 
right along the side of the glass.   



Be patient this is going to take some time to get all the way down thru the Sikaflex.  The stuff is 
extremely tough.  

3. After removing all the Sika I tried to remove the window with the suction cup.   No luck.

On to Plan B.

(red rope was designed to catch the glass as it popped out of the frame)

I was 50% successful,  I removed the outer pane of glass with this method.  Inner pane still 
firmly attached to the frame. (Trukman got a good 
laugh out of this one.)

 
When the window was originally installed the 
Sikaflex was not only around the edge of the 



window, but also deep around the inside of the window.   No amount of exterior razor treatment 
was going to remove this adhesive.

 On to Plan C: 

The inner glass had to go.  Plastic carpet protector 
was placed on the inside of the bus around the 
window frame to catch any glass.  A sharp punch 
with a hammer tap is all it took to immediately 
shatter the window.

Fein Multi Tool

4.  Run the Multi Tool 
around the inside of the 
glass to cut the remainder 
Silkaflex.



5.  Buy another pack of blades and this long handled razor scraper.   Remove all the old Sika 
from the frame.  This will take quite of few passes and blades.  

 6.  Switch the head on the multi tool to use the 
sander head.  I used 80 grit to remove any 
remaining Sika.

According to the manufacture, the new Sikaflex will 
not adhere to any old product left on the frame.

Vacuum when finished.



7.  Sika recommends using this product to treat 
the area where you are going to be using the 
Sikaflex.   It cleans the area plus it helps activate 
the bonding.  You must apply the Sikaflex within 
8 hours of using 205.

8.  Time to check the positioning of the window before you put the Tremshield foam tape around 
the frame.   Don’t make the mistake I did by trying to check the window position with the foam 
tape installed at it immediately sticks to the window.   Removing the window now destroys the 
foam tape.

 

You will need to install some shims at the bottom 
of the frame so that the window is centered in the 
frame.   I ended by using 1/8” of shim to make it 
work.  Plastic shims at Home Depot.



 

9.  Install the foam around very edge of the frame.   
This both helps insulate the window and it keeps 
the Sikaflex from seeping around the inside of the 
glass.

You can see the frame is almost totally free of the 
Sika.

You learn something every day

Sika suggest you warm the 255 up to 
80 degrees to make it easier to 
dispense, which I did.  I started with 
the cheap HD caulking top (top one) 
and was barely able to get any out of 
the gun.  Finally I switched to a better 
brand and it flowed like warm butter.   
I couldn’t believe the difference in 
caulking guns.



10. Place tape around the 
new window about 1/16” 
from the edge.  This will 
make cleanup a lot easier.



This is the magic stuff.

11.  Apply to the window frame then insert 
window, resting on the preinstalled shims.

Use disposable gloves.

I don’t think the window can be removed after it’s 
pressed into place, so make sure you’re ready.  
On the Salon window unit there is an inside and 
an outside.  

After pressing into place, fill any remaining gaps 
between the window and frame, letting the 
excess flow over to you blue tape.   

Use your finger to smooth out the Sika.

Be careful about closing the door, leave another window open, as you don’t want the positive 
pressure from the door closing to press the window out of place.



Let dry for 24 hours then remove the tape.   

Note the Salon window was a lot easier than the door, as I was able to run the multi tool blade 
on the inside of the window to break the Sika seal. I zipped around the window in about 2 
minutes.   The window, using the suction cup, came right out.

You might have to do some trimming with a new razor.  I found on the salon window that the gap 
between the window and the frame was sizable and I had to use a lot of Sikaflex to fill.  After 
running my gloved finger to smooth it out there was a lot of caulking on the blue tape.  When I 
removed the tape most of the Sika stayed in place, forcing me to use a razor into the edge of 
the glass about 1/8” - 1/4” to cut the sika.

Products:

H3-45 Door Window Prevost # 293 204 $377

H3-45 Salon Window Prevost #

Tremshield Tape Prevost # 506769 1/8” x1/4” x 60 $13

205 Cleaner Prevost # 683 096 $22

SikaFlex 255 Prevost # 681 092 $11




